OptiPlex 7450 All-in-One

Superb productivity. Unmatched quality.

**Elegant and efficient:** The stunningly expansive 23.8” UHD 4K resolution WLED display, also available in FHD (1920x1080) resolution, makes it easy to present, share and display more onscreen information to reduce scrolling and improve productivity.

**Created for collaboration:** Engineered with integrated speakers, a dual array microphone, and an HD web camera, along with Microsoft Skype for Business certification, the 7450 All-in-One delivers collaboration and communication capabilities for both video and telephone conferencing.

**Feel the difference:** *Optional* multi-point touch screen allows you to interact with your work, so you can have a more hands on approach to success.

Incomparable performance with superior versatility

**Power your success:** Equipped with up to 7th and 6th Gen Intel® processors for comprehensive Operating System support. *(Standard is i5-7500 Quad Core 3.5 GHz)*

**Upgraded everywhere:** With up to 32GB of DDR4 at 2400Mhz memory, a variety of storage solutions, including high performance PCIe NVMe solid state drives, and optional next generation AMD discrete graphics, the 7450 All-in-One delivers unrivalled performance. *(8 GB on standards)*

**Less clutter, more versatility:** This flexible AIO offers a wireless option and streamlines all connections to one single plug for a cleaner and more functional workspace.
The most advanced workspace solution.

**More control, more comfort:** Articulating and Height Adjustable stand allows you to alter the position your screen for optimal comfort and productivity.

**Stay connected with ease:** Multiple port options improve the way you work by creating an easy and centralized way to connect and share from your devices.

- Optional Bluetooth and 802.12ac 2x2 wireless LAN enable you to work without wires.
- Packed with eight USB ports, including a USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type C and a side USB 3.1 Gen 1 with PowerShare, for fast data transfers and the ability to conveniently charge other devices even while the system is powered down.
- Standard Media Card Reader SD4.0 allows for fast data transfer from a variety of memory cards.

**Multiple ways to display:** DisplayPort & HDMI ports provide modern digital connectivity with support for two additional monitors so you can view more information on screen without minimize or closing applications.

**Easy access:** With a tool-less design, the 7450 All-in-One is easy to maintain and upgrade, maximizing return on investment.
Ports & Slots
1. 4 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 | 2. 2 x USB 2.0 | 3. HDMI 1.4 In (Full HD Only) | 4. HDMI 1.4 Out | 5. DisplayPort 1.2 Out | 6. RJ-45 | 7. Audio Line-Out | 8. SD 4.0 Media Card Reader | 9. USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C (data only) | 10. USB 3.1 Gen 1 with PowerShare | 11. Universal Audio Jack

Dimensions & Weight
Non-Touch: Full HD 1. Depth 2.5" (6.35 cm) | 2. Width 22.65" (57.52 cm) | 3. Height 15.47" (39.29 cm) | Full HD Weight 15.64 lbs (7.11 kg) | Ultra HD Weight 15.61 lbs (7.10 kg)

Touch: Ultra HD 1. Depth 2.47" (6.27 cm) | 2. Width 22.65" (57.52 cm) | 3. Height 15.47" (39.29 cm) | Full HD Weight 17.03 lbs (7.74 kg) | Ultra HD Weight 17.01 lbs (7.73 kg)